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Europe. At about the same age Faraday was Davy's
Assistant in experiments and writing" and unofficial valet,,
and had not yet dreamt of making an original investigation.
Thomson's early prestige must have removed the possibility
of completing his mental discipline. His discursiveness
increased. He rarely prepared his lectures. It is
said that for thirty years he never read through a book.
He always interrupted the explanations of others and
offered numerous suggestions. He rarely studied the
literature before he attacked problems. His contempor-
aries were fascinated by the torrent of researches made
with unusually little dependence on the work of others.
His power of producing researches of value swiftly and
without help was profoundly impressive. His contem-
poraries w;ere too blinded by the intellectual fireworks to
see that few of them were of the very highest scientific
quality. If Thomson could have concentrated his intellec-
tual apparatus steadily on to a few fundamental problems
he might have become what many of his contemporaries
believed him to be, the second Newton. His torrent of
papers was a dissipation, besides a product of genius.
While Thomson dissipated a considerable part of his
huge intellectual energy he accumulated, through his share
in seventy engineering patents, a large fortune, which, after
his death, was valued at £161,923. The indiscipline that
hampered his scientific genius did not extend to his financial
affairs. The success of the first Atlantic submarine cables
was largely due to Thomson's theoretical and practical
engineering ability, and his driving energy as an organizer.
He deduced the correct method of transmitting messages and
invented suitable instruments for receiving them. His work
on the first cable laid in 1857 made him publicly famous.
It also stimulated his interest in the units of electrical
measurement, as the cables could not be economically
constructed without an exact system of units. This led to
the formation of the British Association's famous com-
mittee on electrical measurements, and later to the
foundation of the National Physical Laboratory. Thom-
son's increasing distraction after 1857 from, theoretical to

